


 
In order to facilitate this outcome, we support: 

● the parameters of the WACC being locked in over a 5 year regulatory period; 

● stable expenditure allowances for capital and operational expenditure and depreciation over           
a regulatory year.  

In order to maintain this stability across the regulatory period, we do not support the price cut to be                   
fully applied in the first year of the regulatory period. The resubmissions made by Victorian DNSPs                
appear to have passed the price cuts associated with the revenue reductions through in the first year                 
of the regulatory period. A more stable price path results in more stable prices across the regulatory                 
period protecting consumers against sudden price movements. On this basis, we recommend that             
the Victorian DNSPs re-align their price path and smooth it out across the regulatory period. 

Customer choice is paramount 

Consumers must always have a choice on whether to opt in to cost reflective tariffs. Red and Lumo                  
consider that consumers should be empowered to make informed decisions, based on their             
electricity usage profile in order to choose an appropriate tariff structure that delivers them the most                
benefit.  

The Victorian DNSPs have mandated some time-of-use (TOU) tariffs charged to retailers for             
residential customers, with a peak charging window set as 3pm to 9pm and off-peak rates at all                 
other times. These tariffs apply to new connections, customers who upgrade to three-phase power              
supply and customers who install solar PV.  

Red and Lumo support the Victorian DNSP proposals that seek to align the TOU tariff charging                
windows for residential customers. The TOU tariff charging windows will apply with a peak period               
occurring between 3pm to 9pm local time all days and off peak applying at all other times. Aligning                  
the tariff charging windows for TOU not only reduces the complexity, but also makes the TOU                
structures easier to communicate to all Victorians. 

While we support the AER’s draft decision to mandate cost reflective tariffs, customers must also               
have the right to opt out to flat tariffs, should they choose to. In their resubmissions, the Victorian                  
DNSPs have maintained the option for customers to opt out of mandated cost reflective tariffs which                
we consider to be reasonable.  

VDO customers must not be assigned to cost reflective tariffs  

Under recent Victorian government policy, the Essential Services Commission now sets a flat             
Victorian Default Offer or maximum annual amount, which is available to all residential and small               
business customers irrespective of the underlying network tariff. The Victorian Default Offer is a              
standing offer, which retailers must make available to their small customers, upon request. 

Retailers face financial exposure and risk where residential and small business customers who are              
subject to a cost reflective network tariff and choose to move onto the VDO. This is because retailers                  

 



 
incur the underlying cost reflective network charges, while the same customers have chosen to take               
up the flat VDO standing offer.  

We consider that it is fair that while retailers must offer a flat VDO standing offer to their customers,                   
that the Victorian DNSPs make available an equivalent flat VDO tariff. This will allow retailers to                
place customers who take up the flat VDO standing offer, on the equivalent network tariff, reducing                
the risk to retailers. This will also ensure that the networks understand the amount of customers who                 
chose to avoid the cost signals in their network tariff, and work with retailers to ensure that the cost                   
reflective tariffs do not have an inherent customer detriment.  

The AER does not appear to have addressed this matter in its draft decision, nor have the Victorian                  
DNSPs. Given that this is a significant policy issue, it warrants being addressed as part of this                 
regulatory pricing review. As such, we consider the AER should make a simple directive to the                
Victorian DNSPs to allow for re-assignment of flat VDO standing offer customers onto an equivalent               
flat network tariff. 

Incentive schemes outside of the CESS and EBSS not supported   

Red and Lumo note that the AER currently provides electricity distributors with incentives to reduce               
costs over time through the efficiency benefit sharing scheme (EBSS) and the capital expenditure              
sharing scheme (CESS). The Victorian DNSPs have accepted the draft decision related to the CESS               
and the EBSS as evidenced in their resubmissions. Red and Lumo support this outcome.  

Unlike competitive businesses where consumers have a choice of provider, regulated monopolies            
have limited incentives to improve their customer service outcomes. Consistent with our previous             
submissions made to the AER, we consider that the delivery of high quality customer service               
outcomes for energy consumers are important. Requiring an incentive mechanism in order to deliver              
that outcome for consumers is not. We do not support any of the resubmissions that apply to the                  
incentive schemes other than the CESS and the EBSS. 

In the resubmissions made by the Victorian DNSPs, they have included allowances for incentive              
schemes that reflect the AER’s draft decision, except for Citipower/Powercor that have made             
adjustments to the STPIS from the AER’s draft decision. We do not consider that these incentive                
schemes are warranted as :  

● CPI-X incentive regulation already provides incentives for DNSPs to implement solutions at            
costs below their benchmark expenditure allowances. By doing this, DNSPs are able to earn              
additional revenue via the efficiency carry over mechanism and share it with consumers. This              
allows efficient DNSPs outperform their regulated return raising doubts about whether other            
incentive schemes are necessary.  

● Network planning solutions already require DNSPs to consider a range of investment options             
and determine the investment option that maximises the net market benefit to consumers             
under the Regulatory Investment Test - Distribution (RIT-D). As such, the existing regulatory             
arrangements already require DNSPs to consider alternatives investments to network          

 






